[Metastatic esthesioneuroblastoma. Challenge in interdisciplinary combined modality therapy].
Esthesioneuroblastoma is a rare tumor, which in many cases is diagnosed at an advanced stage with an high recurrence rate and incidence of metastases. Regionary metastases predict a poor prognosis. There is no standard therapy approach for these tumors. The most widly accepted primary therapy is radical craniofacial enbloc resection followed by radiation therapy. Today chemotherapy is getting more important and is administered with curative intention. Multidisciplinary management results in significantly longer survival in advanced tumor stages and recurrence. A clinical staging system as well as histopathological grading according of Hyams could be from importance for selection and timing of the different therapeutic modalities. We present a case of a 34-year-old female patient who was diagnosed with an advanced olfactory neuroblastoma of the upper nasal cavity with bilateral cervical lymph node metastasis (modified Kadish-stage D). Craniofacial resection and bilateral neck dissection was performed, followed by postoperative radiotherapy. Reviewing the recent literature the different therapeutic approaches are compared and discussed.